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YASHIO FACTORY OKACHAN TENKA HARNESS (Nissan (R)PS-13 180SX/Silvia| Silvia S14| Silvia S15) 
 

 
 
Since its debut, this product has been well-received in the SR20DET community. The Okachan Tenka 
Harness is a replacement for the Nissan (R)PS-13 180SX/Silvia| Silvia S14| Silvia S15 factory coil pack 
harness. 
 
The problem plaguing the Nissan OE coil pack harness is misfire and weakened voltage and ground due 
to high heat in the area of the coil packs, as well as moisture trapment in the connectors. This heat 
damages the coil pack connectors, renders the wire harness brittle and susceptible to breakage of the 
wire insulation with erratic shunts to ground. Compounding the heat issue is the problem of moisture in 
the connectors which causes corroded terminals and actually adds more heat (improper current 
transfer). Moisture enters around the rubber insulation that breaks down over time from the high heat. 
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If left uncorrected, the abnormal heat around the plug can cause the coil pack to break at its connector 
point and lose integrity. Some symptoms of a bad coil pack/wiring harness are: misfire, break up and 
stumbling (as if a cylinder has gone dead) and sluggish response.  This becomes a real problem especially 
when running higher, more aggressive HP settings. Owners of the Nissan (R)PS-13 180SX/Silvia/S14/S15 
have no other choice but to replace their OE coil pack harness but the problem will arise again with 
time. To offer 180SX and Silvia owners more choices as part of the “Okachan Unification” program for 
these vehicles, Yashio Factory designed and built the Okachan Tenka Harness as a direct replacement for 
the OE harness. 
 
Okachan Tenka Harness vs Nissan OE Harness 

 
 
The top harness is the Okachan Tenka Harness and the bottom one is the original equipment Nissan 
Harness for Nissan (R)PS-13 180SX/Silvia| Silvia S14| Silvia S15. 
 
OK? So what do you gain from the Okachan Tenka over the Nissan OE Harness? It’s all in the design, and 
with extensive research and development and use of superior materials, the Okachan Tenka Harness will 
give you more reliable spark voltage and dedicated ground. 
 
Let’s look: 
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Gold-plated terminals that resist corrosion and conduct current more efficiently 
 

 
New connectors with better insulation to ensure a firm connection to the coil pack 
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New, improved thicker gauge ground wire wrapped in heat shrink to the harness insulation to ensure 
optimum shunt to ground 
 

 
3x larger power and ground wires connected directly to the battery to ensure a constant supply of 
voltage to the coil packs along with inline fuse and relay 
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Comparison of voltage drop 
 

 
The Nissan OE Harness experiences a 0.6V drop 
 

 
The Okachan Tenka Harness only experiences a 0.2V drop 
 
The major difference between the Nissan OE Harness and Okachan Tenka Harness is 0.4V. With the coil 
packs being supplied voltage directly from the battery, the ignition voltage goes from 12V to 10,000V 
which is 800 times over the normal factory maximum voltage of 320V. This is critical when running 
higher boost settings in conjunction with higher HP output. The amplification of voltage to 10,000V 
ensures that the spark plug has a robust spark, reducing the chances of the spark being blown out from 
aggressive engine settings. 
 
The Okachan Tenka Harness really shows its value when re-mapping of the ECU is done in conjunction 
with undertaking more aggressive boost and power builders in the engine itself, since it is proven that 
the factory coil pack harness is a potential limiter of the amount of power that can be extracted from 
the engine due to the limit of 320V to the coil packs and the potential of the spark to be blown out from 
the weak output of the factory harness. 
 
If you are a Nissan (R)PS-13 180SX/Silvia| Silvia S14| Silvia S15 or you have swapped an SR20DET into 
another vehicle, the Yashio Factory Okachan Tenka Harness is the best option when you need to replace 
your factory coil pack harness or if you are planning to run your SR20DET in a more aggressive mode 
over the factory settings. 
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The Yashio Factory Okachan Tenka Harness is available to you through Tuned Japan. Tuned Japan is an 
authorized seller of Yashio Factory Okachan Tenka Harness and the rest of the Yashio Factory products. 
 
For questions and/or inquiries about the Okachan Tenka Harness or other Yashio Factory products, 
please contact boss@tunedjapan.com for more information. 
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